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New edition! Created especially for crossword puzzle lovers. 325,000 clues and answer words
include 75,000 new words. Organized alphabetically and by number of letters. Newly formatted
for greater legibility and ease of use, with comphrehensive coverage of "crosswordese", the
words most encountered by puzzlers.

About the AuthorFor more than 150 years, in print and now online, Merriam-Webster has been
America's leading and most-trusted provider of language information. All Merriam-Webster
products and services are backed by the largest team of professional dictionary editors and
writers in America, and one of the largest in the world.
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BhamKen, “It would be nice if I could get an A-Z or Guide Word .... On my Android running 4.4.2
on a Samsung S4 using Amazon Kindle App, there are very few links in the Dictionary for my
liking. It would be nice if I could get an A-Z or Guide Word List that were links to those respective
areas of this reference. That being the only criticism, the search feature works very well. The
best experience for me, is when I keep my searches to more basic forms of the word I'm looking
to find. For instance, I would do a search for the word "Acid" for "Acid-Tongued" to solve for the
word "Ascerb". In short the reference works fairly well if you like getting in the "ball park" quickly.
It definitely is not a way to find complete answers by running searches using whole clues as
search strings. One must break down the clue to its essentials to get the best use of this Kindle
App.”

Jeanne, “Very Nice Crossword Dictionary for Kindle. When it came time to select a crossword
puzzle dictionary, I knew that I wanted one for my Kindle and one that would not disappoint. I
grabbed "The Million Word Crossword Dictionary" and found it quite nice, easy to search, and in
general, quite well suited for the new Kindle. But, as I began to tackle some tough crossword
puzzles, I found that even at a million words, it did get stumped from time to time. I had read
where many people own more than one crossword dictionary so I thought I would grab the
Merriam-Webster's Crossword Puzzle Dictionary as a supplement and see how it went. Let me
say that I was immediately impressed. Searching with the Kindle is a breeze and low and
behold, it did offer suggestions that my Million-Word monster failed to provide. Now I find myself
switching from one to the other and getting stuck far less often. I am sure that the Million Word
offers more sheer volume but the Merriam-Webster's is a slick, quick reference for most easy to
moderate crossword puzzles. I give it 5 stars for the ease of searching and clear, simple design.
If you already have one dictionary, you may find this an excellent second, or perhaps, even an
excellent first.”

Broth, “Works like a dictionary in Kindle app - looking up words. I have been looking at various
crossword dictionaries and have always tried samples on the Kindle app for the iphone. Looking
at samples seemed to simply be a reader type of experience without any way to do a look up of
a headword. This was true for the sample book for this dictionary. I found this on sale and
decided to spring for it. It does indeed act like a dictionary when you do a search. It looks at the
headwords just like the built in dictionary. So I am happy with this. I have always wanted the
other book, The Million Word Crossword Dictionary, but was afraid to spring for the expense,
wondering if it would work as a real dictionary look up experience. So this will work.So for the
other reviewer who mentioned that it doesn't act like a dictionary, try purchasing it and you
should be happy.”

terrsimo, “good but a bit unwieldly. I had a previous version which is dog eared and old but I



could not find a new one in South Africa. This version's content is excellent and the new
arrangement of words is easy to refer to. My only problem is the size, which is unusual at 130mm
long * 105mm wide *60mm thick. The excessive thickness makes it awkward to handle or page
through. A larger but thinner size would have been much more user friendly.”

Take The Bus Sammy, “What's A Seven Letter Word For Great.... The word is AWESOME.This is
such a useful tool for a fool like me who attempts to do crosswords. It is really ironic to me that I
love to do crosswords but cannot spell to save my life, but I have found a tool that helps me spell
out words for crosswords and find words if I am stuck. Using this to me is not cheating it is more
of a study aid because it teaches you words that you might not have known before and is overall
just flat out awesome.  A must have for any crossworder.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Perfect. I have an elderly friend who had a very well used copy of this
dictionary, it was actually in about four parts. She doesn't have a computer and had no idea as to
where to purchase a new copy here in New Zealand. Amazon was just the perfect place to find it.
It arrived within the week and my friend had a ceremonial dumping of her old copy. She was
thrilled to have a decent copy as she is a person that loves everything all neat and tidy and the
old copy  just didn't fit the bill. All is well now and she is happily doing her beloved crosswords.”

Megan Mace, “Crossword Dictionary. It's a great book. Just what I wanted really. But I have a
similar one and it's bigger, so I thought it would be a slightly bigger book. It's hard to tell how big
a book is. Postage was really slow and I missed being able to give it to my dad for his birthday.
You can't contact anyone about that.”

steve c, “crossword puzzle dictionary. got an old version of this book which was getting a bit
tatty,boght the newer version which i find to have loads more content in it.a must for any
crossword fan at a very good price.”

Mr. Anthony N. Lines, “Used every day. No crossword puzzle dictionary can cover all
eventualities but this one comes close. A very useful tool for any crossword addict.”

jeannette brothwell, “Quick delivery. The book is quite slim and the pages will probably become
loose before too long but it is a really good dictionary. The book came very quickly after
ordering....would use this site again.”

The book by Reinhold Busch has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 190 people have provided feedback.
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